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01 September
The U.K.’s Financial Ombudsman Service said complaints about 
improperly sold loan insurance fell by 50 percent in the first half of 
the year, with Lloyds Banking Group Plc (LLOY)’s customers the most 
dissatisfied.

The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (SPX), one of the most diverse 
benchmarks for stocks in America, is starting to resemble a collection 
of clones.

The dollar climbed against most currencies and Treauries fell before 
data estimated to show continued expansion in U.S. manufacturing. 
Japan stocks rose as the yen slid to its lowest level since January and 
corn dropped.

Mizuho Financial Group Inc. (8411) plans to encourage equity 
research analysts to become investment bankers as Japan’s third-
largest banking group competes for business arranging share sales 
and advising on mergers.

02 September
Land Rover, the British maker of upscale sport-utility vehicles, will add 
an entry-level model with the compact Discovery Sport that’s part of 
a plan to overhaul its lineup over the next five years.

Halliburton Co. (HAL)’s agreement to pay $1.1 billion to settle most of 
the lawsuits over its role in the biggest U.S. offshore oil spill helps it avoid 
billions more in potential penalties down the road.

Asian stocks climbed, the yen slid to an almost eight-month low and 
bonds in the region tracked Treasuries lower amid signs of strength in 
the U.S. economy. Chinese shares jumped after gauges of services 
activity rebounded, while crude oil rallied.

Australia’s economic growth slowed last quarter as the currency 
strengthened and commodity prices weakened, underscoring the 
central bank’s bias to keep interest rates at a record low to boost 
domestic demand.

04 September
Mario Draghi signaled at least 700 billion euros ($906 billion) of fresh 
aid for his moribund economy and left a fight with Germany over 
sovereign-bond purchases for another day.

BP Plc (BP/) faces billions more in potential penalties after a judge 
found it acted with gross negligence in the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil 
disaster, putting the bulk of the blame on the company for the 
explosion that caused the largest offshore oil spill in U.S. history.

The dollar extended gains, with the yen sliding to its weakest level 
since 2008, as the European Central Bank’s surprise asset-purchase 
plan underscored diverging economic outlooks before U.S jobs data. 
Asian stocks retreated with emerging-market currencies.

An almost eight-year low in stock-index volatility in Japan is driving 
individual investors in the nation toward offerings of structured notes 
linked to multiple equities as they seek higher returns.

05 September
Sterling dropped as opinion polls highlighted the risk Scotland will 
vote for independence next week, potentially splintering the U.K.’s 
307-year-old union.

A proposal from a top Senate Democrat could limit deductions for 
companies that moved their tax addresses out of the U.S. as long ago 
as 1994, according to a draft obtained by Bloomberg News.

Japan’s economy contracted the most in more than five years, 
highlighting the challenge for Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in steering the 
nation through the aftermath of a sales-tax increase.

Money managers are turning bullish on Singapore after shunning it for 
more than a year as political stability and cheap equity valuations 
push the city-state to the top of a Morgan Stanley market ranking.

03 September
Ukraine’s leader sent financial markets into turbulence as he 
backtracked on talk of an end to five months of violence in his nation’s 
east.

Corporate bond issuance in the U.S. reached $24.3 billion today in 
what was the busiest session for the year as the market powers back 
to life after the sleepiest August since 2008.

Asian stocks fluctuated, with the regional index near a one-month 
high, as emerging-market currencies climbed before central banks 
in Japan and Europe decide monetary policy. Samsung (005930) 
Electronics Co. rose after product releases, while oil retreated.

Henderson Land Development Co. (12), controlled by billionaire Lee 
Shau-kee, will spend HK$6.5 billion ($839 million) on a shopping center 
in a prime retail area of Hong Kong after beating 17 rivals to win a 
land tender.
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